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Essential Leadership Skills

Turning good managers into great leaders
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Developing Effective Leadership Skills



The Challenge

Experience tells us that businesses don’t succeed – people do! Unlocking the unused potential in your managers and them in their people –

is the fastest way to get your business to the next level of profitability and results. This can be achieved more effectively when you have

inspiring leaders with great people skills.

Contrary to popular belief, most leaders are not “born” - they are made and developed over time. Managers who have risen through a

highly technical or professional environment often doubt their own ability to become great “people managers” and business leaders

regularly reinforce this notion.



We have worked with Hundreds of organisations of all shapes and sizes. and the most common issues we have identified are as follows:•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Inconsistent leadership style and people skills

Current management and supervisory competency levels are varied

Engagement levels are not as high as they could be

Managers operating below their level

Employee attrition rate and/or absenteeism is too high

Some silo working and not enough effective working across teams for the greater benefit of the business

A possible lack of trust, or faith in managers from the ranks

Managers shy away from “difficult conversations”

Negative attitudes, comments or conversations can be seen or heard

Specific leadership skills areas are weak due to a lack of formal training



Contained in this document is an outline of our approach to developing your managers/supervisors and providing them with the effective

skills required to lead their teams to sustained growth and operating excellence.
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Developing Effective Leadership Skills



The Outcomes Needed

In terms of the outcomes needed, business leaders speak of the need to establish a more structured approach to management

training with an initial focus on some specific skill sets which will become adopted and translate into new, more effective

workplace behaviours. The objective is to develop the capability, skills, effectiveness, and strengths of the team … as a team

and as individuals – where execution becomes part of the learning.

Some of the specific outcomes and skillsets needed include:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Managers to adopt the energised and inspiring leadership skills and techniques required to be able to ignite a passion and a

sense of urgency in their team for continuous performance improvement

Understanding what makes us “tick” and how to get the best out of ourselves and other people

Positive performance management on a daily “real time” basis

Changing behaviours in ourselves and others – long term and permanently

Driving daily innovation and marginal gains through everyone at every level

Coaching the team for peak performance

Conducting meaningful and productive team meetings that lead to action and accountability

Handling difficult conversations decisively &amp; with confidence

Effective time and priority management to become a more productive manager



You’ll be pleased to know that these are skills which form the foundation of all of our leadership programmes so you can rest

assured that you are in safe hands with Boxchange. The following high level outline provides an overview of the proposed stages

of the programme we suggest and an indication of your level of investment.
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Developing Effective Leadership Skills



“Essential Leadership Skills” Workshops

These highly practical workshops leave managers inspired and confident to achieve more through leading

themselves, their team and the business.



The experience is always a big step to managers overcoming their challenges in the workplace, turning their

team into a dynamic, efficient and highly-motivated POWERHOUSE of productivity and generating the kind

of results they, and you, only dare dream of!

Our experience in recent years has shown that many managers in organisations have bags of untapped

potential waiting to be released … and that successful performance breakthroughs are gained from creating

a passion, desire, confidence and self-motivation to lead from the front.

The “Essential Leadership Skills” programme helps managers unlock some of that untapped potential and

gives them the tools to improve their leadership skills, manage effectively, help motivate others and get the

best out of themselves and their team.

The programme will make a hugely positive difference to attitudes, energy, drive, enthusiasm, confidence …

and ultimately will help them, and the business, achieve fantastic results.

Our workshops are always fast paced, packed with real life examples, full-on and fun!
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Key Learning Topics

Our tried and trusted programme has been designed based on our experience of working with a wide range of organisations in a

variety of sectors and identifying the common barriers to achieving their full potential. The key learning topics and emphasis for the

workshops have been chosen to provide the most effective and practical skills to managers and supervisory staff at every level

which will deliver tangible improvements in performance and results in the shortest possible timescale.

The core competencies and skills covered in the programme include:-



• Understanding what makes people “tick”



• Effective communication



• Changing attitudes, thinking and behaviours



• Coaching &amp; motivating



• Developing Inspiring people skills



• Conducting meetings



• Engaging individuals, the team &amp; the wider team



• Influencing skills



• Leading self, team and business



• Managing priorities



• Positive performance management



• Driving continuous improvement &amp; innovation
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Developing Effective Leadership Skills



Part 1

The programme begins with delivery of a two-day workshop to develop effective people and leadership skills and the commitment to turn

these into day to day behaviours for themselves to successfully implement. The exact content and emphasis of the workshop can be

tweaked in conjunction with you to address any specific issues in your organization.



Stage 1



“Essential Leadership Skills” Workshop



(maximum 12 delegates per workshop)



A two-day event covering operational leadership and personal effectiveness

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Stage 2



The Performance Breakthrough Process – making the vision and strategies come alive for us and our team.

Setting the standard for leadership, values, behaviours and competencies what does “good” look like? What does “great” look like?

Where are we now, in relation to where we need to be? … what do we need to do to get there?

The impact we have … on our people, each other and business performance

Leadership not management … Getting 100% out of ourselves and our people, 100% of the time!

Connecting with people in an inspirational way … so everyone owns, and feels part of making the strategy happen

Engaging the team … getting everyone to drive consistent outstanding performance … what’s in it for them!

Communicating for maximum impact, engagement and success – team meetings, presentations etc

Leading from the front … directing, empowering, challenging, coaching and motivating teams

Influencing skills … influencing others outside of your direct team

Re-defining the way we lead, work and manage … personal development plans

Action Plans



Delegate telephone follow up sessions



Telephone follow up: identify any potential barriers, review of progress against action plans personal coaching &amp; mentoring
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Part 2

Approximately 4-6 weeks after the initial workshop, we’ll bring the managers back together to review their newly created plans and

“ways of working” and focus on how they can manage and drive performance, and continual improvement at every opportunity as

part of the day-to-day operations.



Stage 3



“Essential Leadership Skills” one-day follow up workshop (Max 12 delegates per workshop)

•Update on leadership improvement journey so far

•The plan to plug the gaps

•Re-visit goals, outcomes and measures to underpin the vision (team and personal)

•Managing your time for greater effectiveness

•Positive performance management made simple

•Measuring and recognising the right behaviours … not just performance

•Handling difficult people and situations … decisively and positively

•Setting clear direction, ownership and accountability

•Engaging the wider team… winning hearts and minds and developing win/win relationships

•Effective remote working with stakeholders and clients

•Productive team meetings

•Action plans and personal development



Stage 4



Delegate telephone follow up sessions



Telephone follow up: identify any potential barriers, review of progress against action plans personal coaching &amp; mentoring
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Programme Review and Next Steps

“It’s not in the knowing … it’s in the doing” is at the heart of our philosophy to achieving effective sustainable

change. In other words it’s vital that learning is translated into the workplace and becomes embedded as part of

day to day working.

Following completion of the second workshop for the Managers we will meet with you to review the initial impact of

the programme. This would be in the form of a full programme review where we would discuss the team’s feedback

of the workshops and subsequent follow-up action plans, as well as any observed changes in attitudes, behaviours

and ways of working.

The programme review offers the perfect opportunity to discuss the core content and emphasis of any other

planned workshops for the managers or wider team, identify potential barriers to improvement, ensure that each

stage of the programme maximises the potential for performance improvement and for us to advise you on any

support that may be needed.

Typically, 3 to 6 months into the programme, we would want to get a “sense check” by spending time in the

business talking to people and asking them to show us what they have done in terms of, for instance,

communicating business plans, introducing KPIs and winning the hearts and minds of their people to adopt the

changes required. We would then meet with the stakeholders to discuss what we found and what, if any, action

needs to follow.
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Developing Effective Leadership Skills



Measuring and Assessing the Impact of the Programme

An essential part of our approach is to agree the measurable and tangible outcomes you want to see before we begin any

aspect of the work … this way there is no doubt as to the impact generated.

For example:“Hard” measures …



Increased profitability, productivity, competency levels, reduced costs etc.



“Soft” measures …



Improved morale, employee engagement, team-working, reduced stress and absenteeism etc.



The KPIs within the business that will eventually lead to the current output measures may also need to be defined. These

measures can then be incorporated into your daily/weekly/monthly operating controls … and the annual performance

management processes and individual personal development and coaching plans.
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Developing Effective Leadership Skills



Why Boxchange?

We have the Determination, within a true business partnership, to create and deliver workable solutions that are right for

our clients and that always exceed pre-determined performance objectives.

We have a Real World View and use only tried and tested methods that sustain success and have been proven to work.

We do not adhere to, or recommend, fanciful theories that sound impressive, but have no practical application

We are People People, with a genuine respect for individuality and only speak a language that is purposely designed to

express understanding and enhance learning (not to impress, name-drop, or pamper egos)

We are Business People, not trainers, facilitators or consultants and, as a result, we are courageous … courageous

enough to tell it as it is, if and when needed. We have access to the World’s best trainers, facilitators and consultants to

deliver solutions, but we are business people … just like you

We are Responsible. We become an integral part of your leadership team and become accountable to do whatever it

takes to exceed the agreed pre-determined objectives. We never fail, ever.
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Your Investment

As a regular reader of our inspirational leadership and business improvement emails we would like to extend to you a

very special fixed price offer if you respond within 14 days.

Our limited time special fixed price for delivering the 3 day programme exactly as outlined in this document for up to

12 managers is Just £5,985 + VAT.

Our special price to you includes:➢

➢

➢

➢

➢



all preparation work

delivery by our most senior leadership facilitators

follow up coaching calls with every delegate after each session

course materials and handouts

programme review session and feedback with stakeholders



The only additional costs you will be responsible for are travel, accommodation and subsistence expenses and the

cost of the venue to be used.



This is a limited time offer and valid only if you respond within 14 days.
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What Delegates say

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



We are seeing good responses from the team, looks like your courses are adding a lot to the people attending and I am

receiving very positive feedback. Need to check if you are paying them or adding something to the water!

I would 100% recommend this to all organisations.

I’ve been on a lot of leadership courses and this one showed me how to turn the theory into practice.

The behaviour section was excellent and should be given to everybody in the business.

It was a really practical course where all the knowledge given can be used in our environment.

I feel the facilitators were able to get the group to contribute more than I’ve witnessed before and get honesty from the group.

To get he most out of this event you must be honest with yourself.

Best training event I have ever attended – really engaging!

I really enjoyed the way these sessions were run. I felt comfortable sharing views and asking questions.

We covered a lot of ground and the follow up coaching is really appreciated.

The course exceeded all my expectations.

Good to hear personal experiences &amp; stories from instructors who have been there &amp; done it.

All managers should attend this course.

The course was very insightful &amp; practical – it’s helped my personal development and growth

Great delivery and engagement by the guys!

I am hopeful everyone will take away things from the event and change behaviours.

I would like to thank you for your insight on leadership. I have thoroughly enjoyed and yet learned so much!
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